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Abstract 
CPR is the key parameter to determine water ice on lunar surface but because of surface scattering, double bounce from fine-
grained regolith or high degree of surface roughness, we cannot consider it as the only key parameter for water ice detection. In 
an attempt to reduce the ambiguity on radar detection of water ice at the permanently shadowed regions near the poles, radar 
echo strength (radar backscattering), circular polarization ratio and m-chi decomposition of impact craters are analyzed using 
the Mini-SAR. Mini-SAR onboard Chandrayaan-1 was the first ever orbiting synthetic aperture radar, operated at S-band 
(2.38GHz) frequency. The analysis is done by using Integrated System for Images and Spectrometers (ISIS),which is a image 
processing software package specially designed to process planetary data. From the processed Mini-SAR data we use 
Polarimetric parameters like CPR and m-chi decomposition to detect water ice deposits. Instead for looking at whole of crater, 
we look only at the place with volume scattering of m-chi decomposition and high CPR for  craters at North Pole. Statistical 
results show that area with high CPR value and volume scattering is lesser than only high CPR value area inside the crater.  
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Introduction: Due to the smaller axial tilt of Moon, interiors of some of the polar craters on the lunar surface 
never get sunlight and are considered to be permanently shadowed regions. This condition creates cold trap zone 
with temperature as low as 50-70°K, which provides ideal condition where water ice may have existed for at least 
two billion years. Cometary debris and meteorites containing water bearing minerals bombard the Moon’s surface 
and the water is mostly lost to space. It is believed that the water molecules which are trapped in such cold traps, can 
never find a way to come out.  
Radar is an optimal instrument for detecting thick deposits of water-ice due to its distinctive polarization signature 
compared to the surrounding silicate regolith. Circular Polarization Ratio (CPR) is the key radar parameter for 
water-ice detection, which is the ratio of the same-sense circular (SC) echoes to the opposite-sense-circular (OC) 
echoes. Mini-SAR onboard Chnadrayaan-1 was the first ever orbital Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) orbiting the 
Moon, showing the anomalous behavior of craters under permanent Sun shadow i.e. elevated CPR values in their 
interiors, but not exterior to their rims. CPR values greater than one alone could not be considered to be due to ice 
deposit. For the unambiguous detection of water-ice, it is required to separate the high CPR areas caused by double 
bounce effect (because of high surface roughness) and the exact location within the anomalous crater which 
contributes to volume/diffused scattering must be identified and mapped. Therefore, CPR values in the volume 
scattering dominated area were used to determine the water ice deposit regions. This method has helped in 
improving the previous studies done on water ice detection using CPR only. 
 
Data Set and software: The data used in this work is hybrid polarimetric data from Chnadrayaan-1 Mini-SAR, 
operated at S-band (2.38GHz) frequency with left circular polarization (LCP) transmission and reception in linear 
horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarization. Mini-SAR mapped 95% of the lunar poles (latitude > 80°) at 35° 
incidence angle with a ground resolution of 150 m. at 35° incidence angle with a ground resolution of 150 m. A 
typical Mini-SAR image strip contains 16 bytes of data in four channels of 4 bytes, per each pixel, given by |LH|2, 
|LV|2, Real (LH LV*) and Imaginary (LH LV*).  
Software used for crater analysis for the possible presence of water ice is Integrated System for Images and 
Spectrometers (ISIS), which is a specialized image processing software package designed to process planetary data. 
 
Methodology: Anomalous craters were selected for study. By deriving the Stokes parameter (S1, S2, S3, S4) 
from the data which follow the derivation of other parameters like CPR, Linear Circular Polarization(LPR), Degree 
of Polarization (m), phase angle, Poincare ellipticity parameter(chi) etc, which are used in the m-chi decomposition 
method. This decomposition method has been used to study the scattering properties of the lunar surface, where 
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Blue indicates single bounce (and Bragg) scattering, Red corresponds to double-bounce and Green represents the 
volumetric/diffused scattering. 
 
Results and discussions:  CPR values greater than unity can be associated with volumetric ice deposits, as 
well as strong double bounce scattering. So to remove this ambiguity of CPR we approach the m-chi decomposition 
of anomalous crater and identified the volume scattering inside the crater. Based on this analysis we retained the 
pixels with high CPR and which also represent volumetric scattering and represent the true area of water ice deposit. 
Pixels with high CPR value and double bounce were removed from the previously estimated water ice deposit area. 
Area with only high CPR value (1 < CPR < 2.5) shown in Fig. 1(a), whereas area with high CPR (1 < CPR < 2.5) 
and Volumetric scattering shown in Fig. 1(b), Fig. 1(c) represents the m-chi decomposition of anomalous crater and 
Fig. 1(d) represents the inside pixels of crater. 
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